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Authenticated Inspection Services

Fire Alarms

Security Systems

Emergency Lighting

Exit Signs

VERIFIABLE RESULTS

Barcode Based Inspections: All equip-

All inspections are performed by

ment and devices subject to inspection are

scanning the inspected device’s

provided with a unique barcode. This bar-

barcode. The moment the equip-

code is scanned during the inspection
process and the devices condition is re-

ment is scanned the record is

corded.
time/date stamped for accurate
irrefutable record keeping.
All inspected devices are provided with a
unique bar-code for tracking purposes.

INTELLIGENT REPORTING
Our intelligent reporting system

Web Based Reports: Access your inspec-

provides comprehensive data on

tion reports on-demand through the web
portal or iPhone App. Our professionally

every device inspected. Unique

designed inspection reports are legible and
bar code registration, records the

simple to understand.

inspectors progress in real time
and prevents the inspector from

Inspection Assured SM is an Authenticated Inspection

missing a device.

Service that utilizes a barcode based reporting system
WEB BASED

to ensure accurate inspections of Commercial Fire

Access and review your inspec-

Alarm Systems, Security Systems, and Emergency

tion reports when it’s convenient

Exit Signs and Lights. Reports are generated elec-

for you via our web portal or free

tronically and are accessed through our web portal or

iPhone App.

free iPhone App. Our inspection process ensures that

VERSATILE
Inspection Assured

SM

Web based access to your reports 24/7

Verifiable Reports: Our third party verifi-

no equipment is missed during an inspection and deliv-

cation process ensures compliance as

ers consistent, legible and easy to understand reports.

your inspection results are reviewed for
certification providing verifiable results you

is compati-

ble with various types of systems

System & Service Features

Including: Fire Alarm Systems,



Barcode based inspections ensure accuracy

Security Systems, Video Surveil-



Third party inspection verification

lance Systems, Access Control



Easy report retrieval through web portal or iPhone App.

Systems, Exit Signs, and Emer-



5 year archive and retrieval of inspection reports

gency Lighting.



Intuitive inspection reports that are easy to understand

can trust.
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